ATELIER
_
our Brand Portfolio

La Bottega boasts distinctive partnerships with renowned Fashion, Lifestyle
and Perfumery brands. Design represents our creative strength. We cooperate
with internationally acclaimed professionals to create synergies with the
mutual goal of enhancing the unique personality of each hotel. All Brands have
been selected for their remarkable personality, sophisticated fragrances and
unique aesthetic traits, as well as for the way they express or suggest a certain
state, mindset or attitude.
We always look for special olfactory elements to pay tribute to the unique,
personal lifestyle of travelers. Working with these partners is a stimulus, a
challenge and an endless joyful adventure as we search for the most creative
ways to deliver aesthetic, functional, pleasurable products for the needs of our
hotels that will satisfy and delight their much valued guests.

We are the couturiers of the Hotel world.
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_
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_
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BOTTEGA VENETA

The colour white acts as the page on which the Maison Margiela
creativity is written, marking collections with its simplicity as well as
its status as a benchmark for the passing of time. Creations reflect
this idea of layering between past and present, perfectly showcased
in the new 5AC bag with its combination of traditional savoir-faire and
contemporary name and concept. Here again the lining reveals itself
as a key feature.
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The Brand
Is New Tradition, the sum of artisan know-how and creative experimentation.
The entrepreneurial venture began in 1968, when Gimmo Etro, the brand’s visionary founder, launched
a production of highly prestigious fabrics using noble and natural fibres, which he embellished with
original designs and innovative colour ways.
In 1981 the furnishing textiles line made its debut. The Paisley motif used to enrich the first collection
was set to become the Etro mark of identity.
The product range added another string to its bow in 1984 with leather goods and the bag and travel
bag collection in Paisley jacquard fabric, which, thanks to its special resin finish, was to become a
symbol of pure elegance.
In 1986 Etro launched the home accessories and complements collection, thus consolidating the
brand’s lifestyle concept.
The creation of the Etro Perfumes division in the late 1980s was a natural consequence and today the
collection extends to exclusive fragrances and a dedicated boutique.
The 1990s saw the unveiling of the first men’s and women’s prêt-à-porter collections, their inventive
and recherché style earning the label instant recognition.
The materials, the workings and a special talent with prints are what make Etro unique and unrepeatable.
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fashion industry. Patchwork pants, short dresses and big coats,
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silk printing processes to leather.

Sala Bianca at Palazzo Pitti in 1972, home to the emerging Italian
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European and American markets. In the same year in St. Tropez,
Côte d’Azur, Roberto Cavalli opens “Limbo”, his first boutique,

by Mario Valentino and soon after Pierre Cardin, and Hermès.

immediately a favourite of the most famous beauties of the time,
from Brigitte Bardot to Sophia Loren.

From here on it’s a small step to establish his own brand: the
first Roberto Cavalli collection appears on the catwalk of the
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Sala Bianca at Palazzo Pitti in 1972, home to the emerging Italian
fashion industry. Patchwork pants, short dresses and big coats,

“I keep creating dreams.
We all need dreams.
We must have dreams, always”

all made of leather or jeans, amaze for their groundbreaking
creativity, making the newly-born brand an immediate success in
European and American markets. In the same year in St. Tropez,
Côte d’Azur, Roberto Cavalli opens “Limbo”, his first boutique,
immediately a favourite of the most famous beauties of the time,
from Brigitte Bardot to Sophia Loren.
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The Brand
Is New Tradition, the sum of artisan know-how and creative experimentation.
The entrepreneurial venture began in 1968, when Gimmo Etro, the brand’s visionary founder, launched
a production of highly prestigious fabrics using noble and natural fibres, which he embellished with

In 1981 the furnishing textiles line made its debut. The Paisley motif used to enrich the first collection
was set to become the Etro mark of identity.
The product range added another string to its bow in 1984 with leather goods and the bag and travel
bag collection in Paisley jacquard fabric, which, thanks to its special resin finish, was to become a
symbol of pure elegance.
In 1986 Etro launched the home accessories and complements collection, thus consolidating the
brand’s lifestyle concept.
The creation of the Etro Perfumes division in the late 1980s was a natural consequence and today the
collection extends to exclusive fragrances and a dedicated boutique.
The 1990s saw the unveiling of the first men’s and women’s prêt-à-porter collections, their inventive
and recherché style earning the label instant recognition.
The materials, the workings and a special talent with prints are what make Etro unique and unrepeatable.
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original designs and innovative colour ways.

Fragrances Collection
Conceiving a new perfume is an art of the intellect, creating it a marvel of chemistry, knowing how to
choose it a sign of style.
1989 sees the birth of Etro’s perfume collection, a mix of unique fragrances, purest concentrates of
emotions and flavours made using the techniques and ingredients of artisan perfumers. A universe
of drops that evokes colour, embraces the senses, conjures up landscapes and moments by skillfully
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mixing ingredients from near and far to compose fragments of poetry.
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The Maison

Maison Margiela is a fashion house founded in 1988 by Belgian designer Martin Margiela. Based in Paris, the house creates womenswear
and menswear
according
to the Director
very unique
imagined
by
John
Galliano was
named Creative
of theprinciples
house in 2014,
bringing
Martin Margiela himself, a philosophy in which deconstruction and
his sense of spectacle and creative mastery to the very specific ethos
heritage go hand in hand to create designs that showcase fashion as
of Maison Margiela. Whilst developing his own vision for the house,
an art of meaning rather than a cult of personality. Maison Margiela
John
Galliano
has entirely
respected
Margiela
state
of mind,
crosses
the fashion
spectrum
fromthe
its Martin
‘Artisanal’
range,
which
has
creating
a
fascinating
organic
process.
held the « Haute Couture » accolade since 2012, through ready-towear and accessories.

• 1988 Martin Margiela founds the fashion house, establishing a dress
code for all employees, who wear a ‘blouse blanche’ as a hommage to
the uniform worn by the great figures of haute couture. The ‘Artisanal’
range is launched, recycling collected objects to create one-off designs.

John Galliano was named Creative Director of the house in 2014,
bringing his sense of spectacle and creative mastery to the very specific ethos of Maison Margiela. Whilst developing his own vision for
the house, John Galliano has entirely respected the Martin Margiela
state of mind, creating a fascinating organic process.

• 1998 Men’s line 10 is shown for the first time.

• 1994 The ‘Replica’ concept is launched, reproducing garments
sourced from all over the world.
• 1997 Launch of the contemporary line of ready-to-wear MM6.

• 2002 OTB president Renzo Rosso becomes a majority share-holder in the house.
• 2004 The house moves to its current headquarters in Paris’ 11th Arrondissement, a former convent and industrial design school, whose
unique atmosphere reflects the spirit of Maison Margiela.
• 2006 The ‘Artisanal’ line debuts during Haute - Couture week as a
correspondent member, gaining full membership in 2012.
• 2007 Launch of Line 8 Eyewear.
• 2008 Arrival of Line 12, Fine Jewellery.
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• 2009 Publication of the house’s retrospective book by Rizzoli.
• 2010 The house’s first perfume, (untitled), signals the beginning of
Line 3, Fragrances.
• 2012 The ‘Replica’ concept is applied to scents with a collection of
perfumes replicating moments and atmospheres.
• 2014 John Galliano is named Creative Director of Maison Margiela.
• 2015 The first collection designed by John Galliano, an ‘Artisanal’
show, is presented in London.
Key Dates

Key Dates

Key Dates
2006
The ‘Artisanal’ line debuts during Haute - Couture week as a
correspondent member, gaining full membership in 2012.

• 2016 The iconic 5AC bag joins Line 11, Accessories.
2004 The house moves to its current headquarters in Paris’ 11th
Arrondissement, a former convent and industrial design school, whose
unique atmosphere reflects the spirit of Maison Margiela.

2007 Launch of Line 8 Eyewear.

2008 Arrival of Line 12, Fine Jewellery.

2015 The first collection designed by John Galliano, an ‘Artisanal’ sho
2014 John Galliano is named Creative Director of Maison Margiela.
is presented in London.

Philosophy

For John Galliano, the idea of layering and cross-pollination also occurs between the collections themselves, with the ‘Artisanal’ range
functioning as the summit of a creative pyramid. Details from each
‘Artisanal’ collection function as an inspiration for ready-to-wear in
a fluid design process which showcases the idea of a shared spirit.
For
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John
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appear,
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idea ofidea
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spirit. Johnand
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whether the
of trompe-l’oeil
illusion,arrival
or theaticonic
Margiela
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the desirability
of thetodesigns
Tabi split-toe
boot.
This permanent
hommage
with regard
Marthemselves,
as
well
as
a
sense
of
story-telling
and
femininity
essential
tin Margiela’s original philosophy is essential to the existence of theto
his vision of fashion. Within this
vibrant
approach, elements of the house’s
Maison
itself.
historic codes appear, whether the central idea of trompe-l’œil and illusion,
or the iconic Tabi split-toe boot. This permanent hommage with regard to
Martin Margiela’s original philosophy is essential to the existence of the
Maison itself.

Philosophy
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At Maison Margiela the idea of a collective « we » overrides any sense of the individual. John Galliano himself has chosen to forego his
legendary finale bows as a hommage to this focus on the creative
community. This sense of discretion is translated into the absence of
any obvious logo or trademark, replaced by the understated presence of four stitches as a simple signature on every garment. The idea
of transformation and reinterpretation is key, whether in the ‘ArtisaTheline
colour
acts of
as breathing
the page new
on which
the
Maisongarments,
Margiela
nal’
withwhite
its notion
life into
existing
creativity
is written,
collections
with
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objects
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fabrics, marking
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time. Creations
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anonymity
lining », as
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pastfocus
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in the new 5AC bag with its combination of traditional savoir-faire and
The
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acts
the page
on again
whichthe
the
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contemporary
name
andasconcept.
Here
lining
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itself
creativity is written, marking
with its simplicity as well as
as acollections
key feature.
its status as a benchmark for the passing of time. Creations reflect
this idea of layering between past and present, perfectly showcased
in the new 5AC bag with its combination of traditional savoir-faire
and contemporary name and concept. Here again the lining reveals
itself as a key feature.

The four white stitches
One of the most distinctive codes of Maison Margiela, initially used to make the label sewn inside
disposable and now a true signature of the brand

The four white stitches

‘Replica’

One of the most distinctive codes of Maison Margiela, initially used
to make the label sewn inside disposable and now a true signature
of the brand

Pieces that have already stood the test of time are sourced and
brought back from all over the world, and then faithfully reproduced
in a capsule collection.

Codes

The blouse blanche

The Lining
A leading concept developed by John Galliano, the « anonymity of
the lining » sees the traditionally discreet inner layer becoming a
central focus of a design
The blouse blanche
A symbol of unity within the Maison ; erases hierarchy and nods to
the haute couture ateliers of the past.
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A symbol of unity within the Maison ; erases hierarchy and nods to the haute couture ateliers of the
past.
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NICOLA TRUSSARDI
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“I’ve studied, I’ve travelled the
world, but the most important
things I’ve learned are in Italy
making the round of workshops
with my grandfather Dante.
When it comes to leather,
he was a real artist. He could
sense quality.”

THE CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN LIFESTYLE BRAND

In the 1960s Nicola Trussardi, Dante’s grandson, took over,
with a vision to create Italy’s first lifestyle brand. The company
rapidly extended its product offering, bringing suitcases,
handbags, and homeware to market.
Innovations in product and business were part of the DNA of
the brand. In 1984 in Piazza Duomo, Trussardi was the first
brand to open a fashion show to the public. The tradition
continued, with unique public spaces being used to stage the
show, from Milan Central Station to the Palazzo Della Borsa,
forging a unique collection with the Milanese public.
The 80s saw Trussardi launch ready-to-wear, while collaborating
with some of the most prestigious Italian firms, from Alitalia to
Garelli, from Agusta to Alfa Romeo, to cement their reputation
as the definitive expression of Italian style.
Constant innovation in fabric and techniques kept the firm at
the centre of contemporary Italian design and fashion.

It’s tradition of craft technique brought treatments to leather to
achieve a signature softness and make it unmistakably
Trussardi. Cultural collaborations followed, in theatre and the
arts, participating in the staging of events at Verona Arena,
Castello Sforzesco and many more.
Meanwhile, the brand continued an onward global expansion
into emerging markets in Eastern Europe, Asia and the Middle
East.
Innovation in retail has continued to define the brand; the T
Store concept was launched in the 1990s, combining different
offerings from the Trussardi world in one place.
Advertising campaigns promoted the Trussardi style around the
world thanks to collaborations with the worlds best
photographers, including Richard Avedon, Mario Testino, Michel
Comte and Steven Klein.
Trussardi Alla Scala was another first flagship building in the
fashion world that hosts not only showrooms and boutiques but
a Michelin-starred restaurant; just one more facet of Trussardi,
the original Italian lifestyle brand.
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The story of Trussardi, is a story of innovation, exploration, and
of pushing boundaries, bringing a comprehensive vision of
Italian style to a global market. The story begins in 1911 in
Bergamo, when Dante Trussardi started a luxury glove
business. The company rapidly became one of the most highly
regarded in the world, supplying the British Royal Family.

The Trussardi Group maintains the values of a family business;
uniquely Milanese, and traditionally made, but looking to the
future, focusing on bringing Contemporary Italian style to a
global audience. Today, the group is building on the immense
heritage of the brand, and its DNA as an innovator, to bring a
fresh and contemporary approach to Italian style, with multiple
entry points.
It continues to expand its global footprint, reflecting the
continued desirability for Italian style and lifestyle.
The fourth generation of the family leads the company, with
Tomaso Trussardi as CEO, and Gaia Trussardi as Creative
Director.
“Trussardi boasts a great tradition we want to preserve, even as
we innovate for the future. Creating a bond between the past
and the future, between ready-to-wear and accessories, is crucial
to brand growth and image in an increasingly competitive and
digitized world,” says Tomaso.
Gaia Trussardi echoes this sentiment’ “Trussardi has always been
a brand of breath, with a desirability and clear identity, so my
goal is to renew the brand, while respecting that heritage, and
remaining modern, contemporary and forward looking.”
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TRUSSARDI TODAY
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BEAUTY &
SKINCARE
_
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THE COMPANY’S DNA
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FAMILY PASSION
Since its inception, the Fisas family has brought its passion to the forefront of day to day business,
developing an independent, dynamic and agile business model that allows the company to
respond quickly to market and customer demands.

ENDURING INNOVATION
Natura Bissé don’t just use science, but develops it. As a vast contributor to the advancement
of skincare technology, and through extensive RD+i, Natura Bissé is a recognized leader in
developing trend-setting products and techniques.

EFFICACY & QUALITY
The company’s mission is simple – to use its intrinsic forward-thinking creativity to develop
effective skincare, which provide real and visible results, through the use of avant-garde
technologies and superior quality ingredients.

FULL CIRCLE SOLUTION
Masters in both the worlds of retail and spa, Natura Bissé provides a comprehensive solution
for its partners. From targeted spa treatments to on-going at home maintenance, the company
knows how to treat the skin, and knows how to effectively sell its products.

LIMITLESS MENU POSSIBILITIES
From skincare to massage, to hydrotherapy and beyond, Natura Bissé has products to cover the
full scope of treatment modalities, providing limitless possibilities when it comes to designing
menu services.

PREMIUM WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
From the beginning, the firm had the daring vision of internationalization. Today, Natura Bissé
products are sold in over 36 countries around the globe, and present in many prestigious retail
and spa windows of the world.

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
From celebrities and make-up artists to media and business institutions, Natura Bissé is coveted
by many and awarded by the best. Personal quotes and editorials accolade its advanced
concepts and products, while write-ups and case studies praise its strategic business model.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The company believes in the importance and commitment to charity work. As a result, each year
Natura Bissé donates 0.7% of its revenue to fund charitable organizations, with an emphasis on
programs that help poverty-stricken women develop skills that will allow them to become more
self-sufficient.

For more information: www.naturabisse.com
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Grown Alchemist efficacious formulas comprise of scientifically advanced natural cell communicating ingredients
including Neuro–Peptides, Tetra–Peptides, Tocotrienols, and advanced Hygroscopic actives that regenerate beauty with
superior results. Their scientifically innovative formulas address these negative influences, changing the way the body
repairs and regenerates the skin. These powerful cosmeceuticals promote cellular renewal and repair, cleansing and
detoxing, releasing visual vibrancy and health to your skin. Their understanding of cellular renewal and nutrient metabolisation as well as the protection of your health represents a new evolution of capable healthy skincare.
It was Grown Alchemist’s focus and research discovering cell health that led them to develop their unique skincare system:
Cleanse — Detox — Activate. Fit healthy cells function at a greater level and empower the skin to perform more effectively,
even when up against the stress of day-to-day exposure and lifestyle. Given the cells are the foundation of all structure
within the body healthy cells increase the skin’s ability for self-repair — which will ultimately lead to the best results.
The Grown Alchemist healthy philosophy is behind every product and their formulations are Cosmos approved and
certified by the ACO [Australian Certified Organic]. Grown Alchemist does not test their products and ingredients on
animals. Product packaging is made from glass and hardened premium PET plastic, one of the world’s most recycled
materials and also the most non leaching and inert. This type of packaging ensures the product remains as healthy
and powerful as the day it was created.
The brothers, who had for many years developed products for other brands, decided to create their own skincare range
with a mandate of using only healthy efficacious ingredients. For more than a decade prior to launch, their research took
them around the globe in search of these efficacious ingredients and superior industry expertise. Grown Alchemist now
proudly boasts a team of cosmetic chemists based in London, Paris and Australia, all relentlessly in the pursuit of perfect
formulas that demonstrate efficacy powerful enough to evolve your beauty by transforming your skin and hair texture
and appearance.
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BEAUTY IS HEALTH.
IMPROVE THE HEALTH
OF YOUR SKIN CELLS
AND YOU WILL OPTIMISE
YOUR SKIN FUNCTION,
CREATING THE
PERFECT ENVIRONMENT
TO RELEASE YOUR
TRUE BEAUTY.

The perfect fusion of advanced natural alchemy and cosmetic science. Grown Alchemist formulations represent the
unique synergy between biology and cosmetic chemistry creating bio–compatible beauty. Their natural active ingredients
have a molecular structure that the body recognises and therefore utalises to greater effect, increasing efficacy and the
anti-aging results. This increased efficacy is a result of their international advancements in natural cosmeceutical research
representing a new generation of skincare, bodycare and haircare formulations.
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ZENOLOGY
CARE & CONSIDER

ZENOLOGY.COM

is a fragrance driven indie lifestyle company
committed to bringing hotel luxury home,
making sensible, luxurious, quality beauty
and lifestyle products that nourish the skin,
restore the body, glam up an interior or
yourself, all with care for the environment.
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P H I LO SO P H Y
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F O U ND E R

JEROEN
OUDE SOGTOEN
Founder and Creative Director of ZENOLOGY. He studied Fashion Design
at the Amsterdam Fashion Institute (AMFI) and worked for 10 years as
a Fashion Designer. He changed focus from fashion to interior design
and created alongside field specialists, the concept for a boutique hotel
in Amsterdam. Whilst creating an amenity line for this boutique hotel he
started his own brand ZENOLOGY.

powered by nature
I NGRE DI E N T S

sees itself as a company with a
green spirit. When and where improvements
can be made we will. Time has come to
educate ourselves and our children about
taking care of our environment. Each of us
can make a difference by using products
that do not contain skin- or environmentally
unfriendly ingredients. Step by step, we will
follow developments into the green field.
ZENOLOGY combines design and quality.
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Most ingredients are from renewable
sources and represent the fusion of active
botanicals and the power of vitamins. The
products do not contain environmental and
skin unfriendly ingredients, neither do the
formulas present allergenic nor artifficial
colours.
ZENOLOGY

POWE RE D B Y
N ATU R E
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www.davines.com
www.facebook.com/davinesofficial
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FINE
PERFUMERY
_
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diptyque is open to the world and present across the globe where it distils
its fragrances, subtle blends of refinement and naturalness for which it
alone has the secret.

The 34 boulevard Saint-Germain boutique, Paris 5th in 1961

This is a House of tradition driven by a daring temperament... Scented
candles, fragrance diffusers for the home, eaux de toilette and eaux de
parfum or face and body care products bear witness at all times to the
extreme importance accorded to know-how, to the beauty of the gesture
that is the hallmark of luxury craftsmanship. Rituals are dear to the
House, rituals of beauty or the rituals in discovering fragrances all go to
make life more beautiful by endowing every moment of it with meaning.
From ranges to collections, diptyque sculpts its universe into a genuine
art of living that it is happy to share with its connoisseurs around the
world.
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Quintessentially French, both through its origins and through luxury
imbued with elegance of which it is the archetype, diptyque cultivates a
free and eclectic spirit turned towards art as well as nature, innovation
and the wealth of the past.

The 34 boulevard Saint-Germain boutique, Paris 5th today

diptyque, universe

For diptyque, creating fragrances is an art and art is a journey.

diptyque is always in between two worlds, finding its balance between
dreams and reality, free from traditional gender codes or cultural
boundaries, committed to developing connections and blends that
nourish its inspiration.
It is a creator of essences and images where the eye, the hand and the nose
are united to constantly revisit the surprising world of Haute Parfumerie.
diptyque, perfumer & artist
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An imaginary journey of the mind and the senses across olfactory
landscapes, far from the paths that others take, in search of rare raw
materials and unexpected accords. A journey between the past and the
future, between tradition and the avant-garde, toward another place
where history, new ideas and disruption combine.

L'Art du Soin holds a very special place at diptyque.

L'Art du Soin for the body travels from the Mediterranean basin to the
gates of the Orient, while gathering ancestral rituals and rare products.
Gel, milk, ointments and precious oils freely assemble to embrace,
invigorate, soothe and nourish the skin and hair.
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It is a gentle confirmation of the values adopted by the House, this art de
vivre nourished with authenticity and refinement, this demanding
selection of raw materials, this know-how put to the service, as always, of
tireless research.

Byzantine rose, Alexandria orange blossom, Corinth immortal,
Florentine iris... Delicate fragrances, voluptuous textures and innovative
recipes.

ORANGE BLOSSOM [Citrus aurantium or bigaradia] – A tree with, shiny, robust oval
leaves and fragrant white flowers, which are small on the sweet orange tree (Citrus sinensis).
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The House of an Artist

“A great fragrance does not smell good,
it does smell beautiful.”
								

Francis Kurkdjian

Instead of settling comfortably into the beginnings of a brilliant career
started with the creation of ”Le Mâle” for Jean Paul Gaultier in 1993, he opened
the pathways to a new vision. He was the first in 2001 to open his bespoke
fragrances atelier, going against the trend of perfume democratization. He has
created gigantic olfactory installations in emblematic spaces, making people
dream with his ephemeral and spectacular perfumed performances. All this,
while continuing to create perfumes for world famous fashion brands and
designers, as fresh as ever.
Maison Francis Kurkdjian was a natural move in 2009, born from the encounter
between Francis Kurkdjian and Marc Chaya, Co-founder and President of the
fragrance house.
Together, they fulfilled their desire for a sensual, generous and multi-facetted
landscape of free expression, creating a new emblem of French know-how and
lifestyle.
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Recognized as one of the world’s most celebrated perfumers, Francis Kurkdjian
has created over the past 20 years more than 40 world famous perfumes for fashion
houses such as Dior, Kenzo, Burberry, Elie Saab, Armani, Narciso Rodriguez…

A high-end fragrance house

Maison Francis Kurkdjian’s unique personality is fostered by the creative power
of a man who has a taste for precision. The Maison is guided by enchanting yet
Maison Francis Kurkdjian opened in 2009. A natural move in an industry that left
precise codes: purity, sophistication, timelessness and the boldness of a classicism
little room for the perfumer. It was precisely something very beautiful that was
reinvented. Designed in the tradition of luxury French perfumery, the Maison Francis
needed to withstand the pressure of the times. The Maison is one of freedom,
Kurkdjian collection advocates nevertheless a contemporary vision of the art of
of a sensual, delicate perfectionism. It is guided by enchanting yet precise codes:
creating and wearing perfume. Francis Kurkdjian creations were sketched like a
purity, sophistication, elegance, timelessness and the boldness of a classicism
fragrance wardrobe, with myriad facets of emotions. A set of sensorial stories, in
reinvented. Its unique personality is fostered by the creative power of a man who has a taste for
which perfume is naturally the hero.
precision.
Over the months, Maison Francis Kurkdjian has developed a high-end global
A complete collection of perfumes, both generous and carnal, was presented at the
network of luxury retailers including counters in emblematic department stores
opening of the Paris boutique, a stone’s throw from the Tuileries Gardens and Place
such as Bergdorf Goodman in New York, Neiman Marcus and Sasks Fith Avenue
Vendôme. Over the months, Maison Francis Kurkdjian has developped a high-end
country wide in the United States, Printemps in Paris, Harvey Nichols and
global network of luxury retailers including counters in emblematic department stores such as
Selfridges in London, Isetan in Tokyo… Eight years later, Maison Francis Kurkdjian
Bergdorf Goodman in New York, Neiman Marcus country wide in the United States, Le Printemps
is now sold in 45 countries and in more than 520 sales points.
in Paris, Harvey Nichols and Selfridges in London, Isetan in Tokyo and Kuala Lupur and Galleria in
Seoul.
As a result, Maison Francis Kurkdjian joined the ranks of the luxury brands carrying
the designer’s name.
Maison Francis Kurkdjian is a house of fragrance, as well as a house of creation.
It surrounds itself with the talent of designers, craftsmen, photographers,
musicians and set designers. Exceptional know-how come together and echo
off each other, gradually writing a number of exceptional human adventures.
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A high-end fragrance house
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Stories to be read on your Skin

An olfactive library that is telling stories about
famous characters, raw materials and mythical years.
The collection created by Gérald Ghislain is governed
by no rules other than inspiration.
With his luxuriant imagination, this loquacious
individual has chosen to bring his stories to life in
perfumes, a sensitive and sensual medium.
Histoires de Parfums releases its fragrances in a
Deluxe edition to be read on skin.
Histoires de Parfums’perfumes perpetuate the French
perfumery know-how, which features are luxury,
nobility and creativity. Histoires de Parfums offers
fragrant novels, musical scores and poems.
In this collection you can meet extraordinary
characters, discover the most exquisite materials in
the world of perfumery, delight in poetry from both
the Orient and Occident, encounter sublime divas...

frantic rhythm of a passionate jack of all trades.
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Gérald Ghislain wrote his own story with the
An epicurean, he tastes all of life’s savors,
sprinkling his daily life with refined luxury.
He gives his all to his projects. Gerald founded
Histoires de Parfums in 2000 and created a
collection of rare and delicate perfumes.

« I have always felt that perfume awakens emotions that go beyond that which words
can express. There is no rhyme or reason to the way perfume make us feel. This primary,
instincitve emotion takes us to the very core of our memories and reveal our true personnality.
I made Histoires de Parfums 18 years ago to tell the stories of exceptional individuals,
whose stories do not exist until they are on the skin. »
Gérald Ghislain
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Lorenzo Villoresi has traced a
revolutionary path in artistic
perfumery. The philosophy which
led to the creation of the
Perfumery and Home Fragrances
collections is evident in the intrinsic
value of the single elements that
make up each product.Essential
oils and extracts from all over the
world complement and exalt the
purely Tuscan elements such as
laurel, olive, cypress and the most
precious and rare iris root.
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“Perfumery is an unlimited world.
In the creation of a scent it is possible to recall a feeling or a place,
to move to an imaginary space or to invent new emotional dimensions”
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To celebrate the 25th anniversary
of the activity, in December 2015
Lorenzo Villoresi opens his first
flagship store in via de‘ Bardi.
The project includes the opening
of the Academy and Museum of
perfumery, along with the Garden
of the aromas, a cafeteria
and a collection of rare
and unusual essences.
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Since his first voyage to the Middle East
in 1981, Lorenzo Villoresi develops a
passion for spices and essences that he
uses, back Italy, to compose original
pot-pourri and personalized fragrances.
The proper business activity starts in
1990 when the newly born “Lorenzo
Villoresi” firm receives an important
order from the Fendi house of fashion.
After several important projects with
famous names of the fashion business,
in 1993 the first collection of Perfumes
and Eau de Toilettes carrying the Lorenzo
Villoresi brand sees the light.
In 2006 Lorenzo Villoresi wins the
international perfumery award “Prix Coty”
in Paris, the most important recognition
of the artistic career of a perfumer.
In 2013, Lorenzo Villoresi has created the
exclusive fragrance Forever Now for the
Gucci Museum in Florence.
In 2015 he was awarded the “Flair the
Parfum” in Wien.
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Ortigia is a small Italian
soap and scent company
founded in Sicily in 2006
by Sue Townsend.
The luxurious range of
soaps, scents, creams,
candles and lotions are
formulated using natural
products indigenous to
Sicily and inspired by the
aesthetics, colours and
scents of Italy’s most
historic and tropical
region.

O R T I G I A

P E R F U M E

Our products are made with natural ingredients: olive oil,
vegetable glycerine, and organic colours. Paraben-free. the range
uses traditional products with modern ethics and integrity.

Paraben-free, the range
uses traditional products
with modern ethics and
integrity.
All Ortigia products are
made by small family
companies
who
pride
themselves on the quality
of their products.
The highly decorative
packaging is designed by
Sue Townsend and draws
on exotic Sicilian images
and colours.
The name Ortigia comes
from the small island that
lies at the edge of the
ancient fortified city of
Siracusa, on Sicily’s
southeastern coast. The
streets of Ortigia are
crumbling
baroque
fa ç a d e s
of
g r e at
splendour looking out on
3 sides to the sea.
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The perfumes are distilled
from the flowers of
Sicily by master perfumer,
Lorenzo Villoresi. The
base of all the products
is natural perfume and
natural ingredients: olive
oil, vegetable glycerine,
and organic colours.
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Founded in Paris in 2001, Heeley is a perfume house
quite unlike any other. Today it is one of the few truly
independent owner - founder perfume houses in Europe
in which every detail, from the elaboration of the scent
to the packaging design is created ‘in house’.

An English perfumer in Paris

Heeley Parfum’s first retail store is located in Les Jardins du Palais Royal, 34 Galerie Montpensier,
75001 Paris.

www.jamesheeley.com
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Born in Yorkshire, England and having read Philosophy and Law at King’s College, London
University, James Heeley learnt to make scent alongside other perfumers in a family run
laboratory in the region of Grasse in the South of France. His contemporary, elegant creations
such as Cardinal and Sel Marin have become references in the world of French ‘niche’ perfumery.
Besides working on his own collections that now contain over seventeen perfumes, James has also
created scents for other brands including Dom Perignon and Maison Kitsuné.
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